In a culture like ours, long accustomed to
splitting and dividing all things as a means
of control, it is sometimes a bit of a shock
to be reminded that, in operational and
practical fact, the medium is the message.
This is merely to say that the personal and
social consequences of any medium-that
is, of any extension of ourselves-result
from the new scale that is inuoduced into
our affairs by each extension of ourselves,
or by any new technology. Thus, with
automation, for example, the new patterns
of human association tend to eliminate
jobs, it is true. That is the negative result.
Positively, automation creates roles for
people, which is to say depth of involve
ment in their work and human association
that our preceding mechanical technol
ogy had desuoyed. Many people would
be disposed to say that it was not the
ma c hine, but what one did with the ma
chine, that was its meaning or message.
7 In terms of the ways in which the machine
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It could be argued that these activities are in some way .the "con
tent" of the electric light, since they could not eXist without the
electric light. This fact merely underlines the point that "the
medium is the message" because it is the medium th:lt shapes and
controls the scale and form of human association and action. The
content or uses of such media are as diverse as thev are ineffectual
in shaping the form of human association . Indeed, it is only toO
n'pical that the "content" of any medium blinds us to the charac
ter of the medium. It is only today that industries have become
aware of the various kinds of business in which they are engaged.
\Vhen IBM discovered that it was not in the business of making
office equipment or business machines, but that it was in the
business of processing information, then it began to navigate with
clear vision. The General Electric Company makes a considerable
portion of its profits from electric light bulbs and lighting systems.
It has not yet discovered that, quite as much as A.T.& T., it is in
the business of moving information.
The electric light escapes attention as a communication
medium just because it has no "content." And this makes it an
invaluable instance of how people fail to study media at all. For
it is not till the electric light is used to spell out some brand
name that it is noticed as a medium. Then it is not the light but
the "content" (or what is really another medium) that is noticed.
The message of the electric light is like the message of electric
power in industry, totally radical, pervasive, and decentralized.
For ~Iectric light and power are separate from their uses, yet they
ellmlna~e time and space factors in human association exactly as
?O radiO, telegraph, telephone, and TV, creating invoJvement
In depth.
A fairly complete handbook for studying the extensions of

m~n coul? be made up from selections from Shakespeare. Some
might qUl.bble about whether or not he was referring to TV in
these famlhar lines from Romeo and Juliet:
But soft' what light through yonder window breaks?
It speaks, and yet says nothing.
In Othello, Which, as much as King Lear, is concerned with
the torment of people transformed by illusions, there are these
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As Selye deals with the total environmental situation in his
"stress" theory of disease, so the latest approach to media study
considers not only the "content" but the medium and the cultural
matrix within which the particular medium operates. The older
unawareness of the psychic and social effects of media can be
illustrated from almost any of the conventional pronouncements.
In accepting an honorary degree from the University of Notre
Dame a few years ago, General David Sarnoff made this state
ment: "We are too prone to make technological instruments the
scapegoats for the sins of those who wield them. The products
of modern science are not in themselves good or bad; it is the way
they are used that determines their value." That is the voice of the
current somnambulism. Suppose we were to say, "Apple pie is in
itself neither good nor bad; it is the way it is used that determines
i: value." Or, "The smallpox virus is in itself neither good nor
bad; it is the way it is used that determines its value." Again,
"Firearms are in themselves neither good nor bad; it is the way
they are used that determines their value." That is, if the slugs
reach the right people firearms are good. If the TV tube fires the
right ammunition at the right people it is good. I am not being
p~rverse. There is simply nothing in the Sarnoff statement that
Will bear scrutiny, for it ignores the nature of the medium, of
any and all media, in the true Narcissus style of one hypnotized by
the amputation and extension of his own being in a new technical
form. General Sarnoff went on to explain his attitude to the
technology of print, saying that it was true that print caused much
trash to circulate, but it had also disseminated the Bible and the
thoughts of seers and philosophers. It has never occurred to
~eneral Sarnoff that any technology could do anything but add
Itself on to what we already are.
SUch economists as Robert Theobald, W. W. Rostow, and
John Kenneth Galbraith have been explaining for years how it
IS that "classical economics" cannot explain change or growth.
And the paradox of mechanization is that although it is itself the
ca~se of maximal growth and change, the principle of mechani
zaoon excludes the very possibility of growth or the understanding
of change. For mechanization is achieved by fragmentation of any
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dimension on canvas, cubism sets up an interplay of planes and
contradiction or dramatic conflict of patterns, lights, texrures
that "drives home the message" by involvement. This is held by
many to be an exercise in painting-, not in illusion.
In other words, cubism, by giving the inside and outside, the
top, bottom, back, and front and the rest, in two dimensions, drops
the illusion of perspective in favor of instant sensory awareness of
the whole . Cubism, hy seizing on instant total awareness, suddenly
announced that the medium is the message. Is it not evident that
the moment that sequence yields to the simultaneous, one is in the
world of the structure and of configuration' Is that not what has
happened in physics as in painting, poetry, and in communication'
Specialized segments of attention have shifted to total field, and we
can now say, "The medium is the message" quite naturally. Before
the electric speed and total field, it was not obvious that the
medium is the message. The message, it seemed, was the "con
tent," as people used to ask what a painting was abOlIt. Yet they
never thought to ask what a melody was about, nor what a house
or a dress was about. In such matt~rs, people retained some sense
of the whole pattern, of form and function as a unity. But in the
electric age this integral idea of structure and configuration has
become so prevalent that educational theory has taken up the
mat~er. Instead of working with specialized "problems" in arith
metiC, the structural approach now follows the linea of force in
the field of number and has small children meditating about num
ber theory and "sets."
Cardinal Newman said of Napoleon, "He understood the
grammar ~f gunpowder." Napoleon had paid some attention to
o~her media as well, especially the semaphore telegraph that gave
hun a great advantage over his enemies. He is on record for saying
that "Three hOstile newspapers are more to be feared than a
thousand bayonets."
. Alexis de Tocqueville was the first to master the grammar of
pnnt and typography . He was thus able to read off the message
of commg change in France and America as if he were reading
al.o ud from a text that had been handed to him. In fact, the
runeteenth century in France and in America was just such an
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open book to de Tocqueville because he had learned the grarnlll
of prinr. So he, also, knew whe~ that grammar did not apply. li~
was asked why he did not wnte a hook on England, since h
knew and admired England. He replied:
e
One would have to have an unusual degree of philosophical
folly to believe oneself able to judge England in six months.
A year alway s seemed to me too short a rime in which to
appreciate the United States properly, and it is much easier
ro acquire clear and precise notions about the American
Union than abour Great Britain. In America all laws derive
in a sense from the same line of thought. The whole of
sociery, so to speak, is founded upon a single fact; every_
thing springs from a simple principle. One could compare
America to a forest pierced by a multitude of straight roads
all converging on the same point. One has only ro find the
center and everything is revealed at a glance. Bur in England
the paths run criss-cross, and it is only by travelling down
each one of them that one can build up a picture of the whole.
De Tocqueville, in earlier work on the French Revolution, had
explained how it was the printed word that, aChieving culrural
saturation in the eighteenth century, had homogenized the French
nation . Frenchmen were the same kind of people from north ro
south. The typographic principles of uniformity, continuity, and
lineality had overlaid the complexities of ancient feudal and oral
society. The Revolution was carried out by the new literati and
lawyers.
In England, however, such was the power of the ancient oral
traditions of common law, backed by the medieval institution
of Parliament, that no uniformity or continuity of the new visual
print culture could tak e complete hold. The result was that the
most important event in English history has never taken place;
namely, the English Revolution on the lines of the French Revolu
tion. The American Revolution had no medieval legal institutions
to discard or to root out, apart from monarchy. And many have
held that the American Presidency has become very much more
personal and monarchical than any European monarch evet
could be.
De Tocqueville's contrast between England and America
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is clearly based on the fact of typography and of print culture
creating unifonnity and continuity. England, he says, has rejected
this principle and clung to the dynamic or oral common-law
tradition. Hence the discontinuity and unpredictable quality of
English culture. The grammar of print cannot help to construe
the message of oral and nonwritten culture and institutions. The
English aristocracy was properly classified as barbarian by
Matthew Arnold because its power and status had nothing to do
with literacy or with the cultural forms of typography. Said the
Duke of Gloucester to Edward Gibbon upon the publication
of his Decline and Fall: "Another damned fat book, eh, Mr. Gib
bon? Scribble, scribble, scribble, eh, Mr. Gibbon~" De Tocque
ville was a highly literate aristocrat who was quite able to be
detached from the values and assumptions of typography. That
is why he alone understood the grammar of typography. And it is
only on those teons, standing aside from any structure or medium,
that its principles and lines of force can be discerned. For any
medium has the power of imposing its own assumption on the
unwary. Prediction and control consist in avoiding this subliminal
~tate of Narcissus trance. But the greatest aid to this end is simply
I' In lmOWIng that the spell can occur immediately upon contact,
as in the first bars of a melody.
A Passage to India by E. M. Forster is a dramatic study of
the inability of ora] and intuitive oriental culture to meet with the
rational, visual European patterns of experience. "Rational," of
course, has for the West long meant "unifonn and continuous
and sequential." In other words we have confused reason with
litera~y, and rationalism with a' single technology. Thus in the
electric age man seems to the conventional West to become
irrational. In Forster's novel the momem of truth and dislocation
from the typographic trance of the West comes in the Marabar
Caves: Adela Quested's reasoning powers cannot cope with the
total mclusive field of resonance that is India After the Caves:
"Lif
.
e Went on as usual, bur had no consequences, that is to say,
soun~ did not echo nor thought develop. Everything seemed cut
off at Its roOt and therefore infected with illusion."
A Passage to India (the phrase is from Whitman, who saw
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America headed Eastward) is a par:Jble of Western man in th
electric age, and is only incidentJlk rel Hed to Europe Or th:
Orient. The ultimate conRict between sight and so und, between
written and oral kinds of perception an d organization of existence
is upon us. Since understanding .\tops action. as Nietzsche ob.
served, we can moderate the fierceness of this conRict hy under.
sta nding the medi a that extend us and raise these wars within and
without us.
Det ribalization by literacy and its traumatic effe c ts on tribal
man is the theme of a book by the psychiatrist]. C. Carother;
The Africlln Mind in Heilith (lnd Disease (\'\'orld Health Organi~
zation, Geneva. 1953). ,1\1uch of his material appeared in an mide
in Ps ychiatry magazi ne. November. 1959: "The Culture. Ps .
v
chiatry. and the Written \Vord." Again. it is electric speed th~t
has revealed the lines of force operating from \Vcstern technology
in the remotest areas of bush. savannah. and desert. One example
is the Bedouin with his battery radio on board the camel. Sub.
merging natives with fl oods of concepts for which nothing has
prepared them is the no rm al action of all of Our technologv.
But with electric media Western man himsel f experiences exactlv
the sa me inundation as the remote native. W e ar e no more pr~
pared to encounter radio and TV in our literare milieu than the
native of Ghana is able to cope with th e literacv thH takes him
OUt of his collective tribal world and beaches him in individual
isolJtion. We are as numb in our new electric world as the
native involved in our literate and mechanical culture.
Electric speed mingles the cultures of prehistory with the
dregs of industrial marketeers. the nonliterate with the semiliterate
and the postliterate. Mental breakdown of varying degrees is the
very common result of upro o ting and inundation wi th new in.
formation and endless new patterns of information. \Vyndham
Lewis made this a theme of his group of novels called The Human
Age. The first of these. Tile CI:lild cTnl(lSS, is concerned precisely
with accelerated media change as a kind of massacre of the in
nocents. In our own world as we he co me more aware of the ef
fecrs of technology on psychic formation and manifeStHion, we
are losing all confidence in our right ro assign guilt. Ancient pre
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historic SOCieties regard violent crime as pathetic, The killer is
regarded as we do a cancer victim, "How terrible it must be to
feel like that," they say, ], I'd, Svnge [Ook up this Idea very
effectively in his PIllyboy of the TV estem TV orld,
If th~ criminal appears as a nonconformist \\'ho is unable to
meet the demand of technology that we behave in uniform and
continuous patterns, literate man is quite inclined [0 see others
\\ho cannot conform 3S somewhat pathetic, Especialh' the child,
the cripple, the woman, and the colored person appear in a world
of visual and typographic technology as \'ictims of injustice, On
the other hand, in a culture that assigns roles instead of jobs [0
people-the dwarf, the skew, the child create their own spaces,
They are not expected to fit into some uniform ~nd repeatable
niche that is not their size anyway, Consider the phrase "It's a
man's world," As a quantitative observation endlessly repeated
from within a homogenized culture, this phrase refers to the men
in such a culture who have to be homogenized Dagwoods in order
to belong at all. It is in our I.Q, testing [hat we have produced the
greatest flood of misbegottten standards, Unaware of our typo
graphic cultural bias, our testers assume that uniform and con
tinuous habits are a sign of intelligence, thus elimimting the ear
man and the tactile man,
p, Snow, reviewing a book of A, L Rowse (The New
York Times Book Review, December 24, 1961) on Appedsement
and the road to Munich, describes the top level of British brains
and experience in the 1930s, "Their I.Q,'s were much higher than
usual among political bosses, \Vhy were they such a disaster'"
The view of Rowse, Snow appro~es; "They 'would not listen to
warnings because they did not wish to h'ear." Being anti-Red
made It Impossible for them to read the message of Hitler. But
thelf ~ailure was as nothing compared to our present one, The
Amencan stake in literacy as a technology or uniformity applied
~o every level of education, government, industry, and social life
IS totally th
b
' technology,' The threat of
S
'
reatene d
y the
electric
tahn
or Hitler was external. The electric technology is within
t h e gates , and we are num b
. en, deaf, '
blind, and mute about Its
COUnter with th e G uten b erg technology, on and through which
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the American way of life was formed. It is, however, no time
~
suggest strategies when the threat has no t eve n been ack nowi .
edged to exist. I am in the posi ti o n of Louis Pasteur telling do
cton
that their greatest enemy was quite invisible. and quite unreco :
nized by th em. Our conventional respo nse to all media, namcf\
that it is how they are used that counts, is th e numb stance of the
t ech nological idiot. For the " content" of a medium is like the
juicy piece of meat carried by the burglar to distract the watch.
dog o f the mind. The effect of the medium is made strong and
intense just because it is given another medium as "content." Tht
content of a movie is a novel o r a play or an opera. The effect uj
the movie form is not related to its prog ram content. The "can.
tent" of writing or print is speech, but the reader is almost entireh'
unaware either of print Or o f speech .
.
Arnold Toynbee is innocent of any understanding of media
as th ey have sha ped history , but he is full of examples that the
student of media ca n use . At one mom ent he can seriously suggest
that adult education, such as the Workers Educational Associa_
tion in Britain, is a use ful counterforce to the popular press. Toyn.
bee considers that although all of the oriental socie ties have in QUI
time acce pted the industrial tec hnology and its po litical conse
quences : "On the cultural plane, however, there is no unifonn
corresponding tend ency." (Somervell, l. 267) This is like the voice
of the literate man, floundering in a milieu of !ds, who boasts.
"Perso nally, I pa y no anention to ads." The spiritual and cultural
reserva tions that the oriental peoples may have t oward our tech
nology will avail them not at all. The effects of technology do nOi
occur at the level of opinions or concepts, but alter sense ratios
or patte rns of perception steadily and without any resistance. The
serio us arti st is the only person ab le to encounter techn ology
with impunity, JUSt b eca use he is an expert aw are of the changes
in sense perception.
The operation of th e money med ium in seventeenth-centUlI'
Japan had effects not unlike the operation of typography in the
West. The penetration of the money eco nomy, wrOte G . Il. San
som (in Japan , Cressc t Press, London, 1931) "caused a slow but

.
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irresistible revolution, culminating in the breakdown of feudal
government and the resumption of intercourse with foreign coun
tries after more than tWO hundred years of seclusion." Money
has reorganized the sense life of peoples just because it is an
ertemion of our sense lives. This change does not depend upon
approval or disapproval of those living in the society.
Arnold Toynbee made one approach to the transforming
power of media in his concept of "etherialization," which he
holds to be the principle of progressive simplification and ef
ficiency in any organization or technology. Typically, he is
ignoring the effect of the challenge of these forms upon the re
sponse of our senses. He imagines that it is the response of our
opinions that is relevant to the effect of media and technology in
society, a "point of view" that is plainly the result of the typo
graphic spell. For the man in a literate and homogenized society
ceases to be sensitive to the diverse and discontinuous life of
forms. He acquires the illusion of the third dimension and the
"private point of view" as part of his Narcissus fixation, and is
quire shut off from Blake's awareness or that of the Psalmist, that
we become what we behold.
Today when we want to get our bearings in our own culture,
and have need to stand aside from the bias and pressure exerted
by any technical form of human expression, we have only to visit
a SOCIety where that particular form has not been felt, or a histori
cal period in which it was unknown. Professor Wilbur Schramm
made such a tactical move in studying Tele'i.'isiol1 in the Lives of
Our Children. He found are-as where TV had not penetrated
at all. and ran some tests. Since he had made no study of the
peculiar nature of the TV image, his tests were of "content"
p~eferences, viewing time, and vocabulary counts. In a word,
hIS approach to the problem was a literary one, albeit uncon
SCIOusly so, Consequently, he had nothing to report. Had his
methods been employed in 1500 A.D. to discover the effects of
the printed book in the lives of children or adults, he could have
found out nothing of the changes in human and social psychology
resulung from typography. Print created individualism and nation
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alism in the sixteenth centur~'. Progr~m and "content" analv'
51\
offer no clues to the magic of these media ur to their subliminal
charge.
Leon~rd Doob, in his report Comm1lnicatioll in AfTica
tells of ont A frican who took great p3ins to listen each everun~
to the BBe nc\\'s, even though he could understand nothing of
it. Just to be in the presence of those sounds Jt 7 P.~l. each da
was imporLlnt for him. His attitude to speech was like Ours t~
melody-the resonant intonation was meilning enough. In the
seventeenth century our ancestors still shared this native's attitude
to the forms of media, as is plain in the following sentiment of
the Frenchman Bernard Lam expressed in The Art of Speaking
(London, 1696):
'Tis an effect of the Wisdom of God, who created Man to
be happy, th~r wharever is useful to his conversation (way of
life) is agreeable to him. . because all victual that con
duces to nourishment is relishable. whereas other things that
cannot be assimulated and be turned intO our substance are
insipid. A Discourse cannot be pleasant to the Hearer that
is not easie to the Speaker; nor can it be easily pronounced
unless it be heard with delight.
Here is an equilibrium theonl of human diet and expression such
as even now we are onlv striving [0 work out again for media
after centuries of fragmentation and specialism.
Pope Pius XII was deepl\' concerned that there be serious
study of the media today. On Fenruary 17, 1950, he said :
It is not an e:xaggeration to sav that the future of modern
socier\' and the stabilitv of its inner life depend in large paft
on the maintenance of an equilibrium between the strengrh
of rhe techniques of communication and the capacity of the
indi"idual 's o\\'n reaction.

F 3i1ure in this respect hls for centuries been tvpical and total
for mJnJ.;ind . Subliminll and docile :1CCept3nCe of media impact
has made them prisons withom w811s for rheir human users. As
A. J. Liehling remarked in his book The PreH, a man is nor free
if he c<Jnnot see where he is going. even if he hlS a gun to help
him ger there. For each of rhe media is also a powerful weapon
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with which to clobber other media and other groups. The result
is that the present age ha s been one of multiple civil wars that
are not limited ro the world of arr and enterrainment. In IV liT lind
Human Progress, Professo r J. U. Ncf declared: "The rotal wars
of our time have been the result of a se ries of intellectual mis
takes .. ."
If the formative power in the media are the media themselves,
that raises a host of large matters thar can on l\, he mentioned
here, although they deserv e volumes. Namel\,. that technol og ical
media are staples or natur al reso urces, exactlv as :He coal and
cotton and oil. Anybody will concede that soc ietv ",hose econ
omy is dependent upon one or tWO major staples like cotton,
or grain, or lumber, or fish, or cattle is going ro have some ob
vious social patterns of organization as a result. Stress on a few
major staples creates extreme instahility in the econom~' but great
endurance in the population. The pathos and humor of the Ameri
can South are embedded in such an economy of limited staples.
For a society configured by rel ia nce on a few ~ommodities accepts
them as a social bond quite as mu c h as the metropolis does the
press. COtton and oil, like radio and TV, become "fixed charges"
On the entire psychic life of the community . And this pervasive
fact creates the unique cultural flavor o f any soc iet y. It pa ys
through the nose and all its other senses for each staple that shapes
its Ii fe .
That our human se nses , of which all media are extensions, are
also fixed charges on our perso nal energies. and that they also
configure the awareness and experience of each one of us, m ay be
perceived In another connection mentioned by the psychologist
C. G . Jung:
.
Every Roman was su rrou nd cd by slave s. The slave and his
psycnology flooded ancient Italy, and every Roman hecame
~n\V a rdly. a.nd of course unwittingl\', a slave. Because li ving
On5tantly In tne at mosphere of slJves. he becall1e infectcd
through the un conscious with th eir psvcholog\'. !'o one ca n
~hleld himself from suc h an inAuence (Colllrib'wi01lf (0 A71a
ytlCal Psych ology, Lond on, 1928 ).

